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Text Box
Self-evaluation

I am writing this self-evaluation after I have been reading the two other reflection assignments from my peer students. And if I had done it the other way round, my self-evaluation would be probably different (this could be perhaps classified under the halo effect). I realized that one other text mentioned the same difficulty as I in distinguishing between teaching and assessment. While the other text interpreted this difficulty positively, I took the other turn and focused on the burden for teachers and students by this "fusion".

Again: it would help my self-assessment if I would have an exemplar. Now I compare to two texts of unknown quality. I have a feeling, but as a scientist, I do not trust my feelings: it is all about measuring). I have already once asked for an exemplar, but these are difficult to find (to help others in the same situation, I probably will simply put up all my written musings for this course to my web pages for future reference by others, disregarding all embarrassment).

There are also technical issues: The text is too long. Max. was four pages and I only managed to stay within the limit by extensively minimizing the page borders and the font size for the bibliography. Ok, I managed to gather many references (but I have read barely half of them, even though I managed to find the full text for all of them and they are patiently waiting in the Pedagogy subsection of my Zotero bibliography management software).

Now a bit more about the content: I fail to mention several buzz words and the birds' view of the topic. The reason being that this text is cobbled together by pasting my lecture notes for each contact session, then adding some glue text and references and shortening by about 50%, running Grammarly over the text and voilà.
I don't even manage to mention the phrase "constructive alignment" once! Whether this is negative depends of course much on what this reflection is all about. I discuss at least some of the concepts (alignment, formative versus summative assessment and the fact that there are no clear demarcation lines). I mention what I might (or might not) implement in my future teaching, including some ideas about why or why not. I also definitely have changed my view, but I am not sure whether in a good direction. I, e.g. still have no clue about what is the consensus agreement about many topics (the "real" effects of assessment as learning and continuous assessment for students), and that shows in the text. Did I not pay attention during the course? For sure it was challenging: The last contact session (#3) was so stressful, that it launched a full-blown migraine attack, which nowadays I have extremely seldom (maybe twice a year), but pedagogy got it done.

Back to the content: I also touch topics that were not part of the course (e.g. AI in assessment). This is bad perhaps only because it takes space away from the already limited maximum page count. 

Even though this does not belong to this text: The most important voice in this matter (i.e. the students' voice) was never heard during the course. Even though we were the students in this course, I think that this misses the point and is only relevant to the degree to which we can objectively remember our studies and we are certainly not a representative sample (I am not sure whether all of the participants can be classified as "Susans", but maybe that is not far from the reality).

When I review a manuscript in my field, it takes usually about one day of work to do it thoroughly. And often I ask a colleague for help or input. How on earth can I do a good job in a field where I am a novice and I have perhaps one hour's time to do it? Impossible. 
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UP   2.2   Assessment   of   Learning   and   Giving   Feedback   -   Reflec�on   Assignment  

Introduc�on   &   caveats  
The  usefulness  of  reflec�ve  wri�ng  for  assessment  (like  this  one)  is  discussed  in  Biggs  and  Tang  (2013),  but  they  only                     
use  self-cita�ons  to  support  their  claims,  which  might  be  an  indica�on  of  less  than  average  evidence  for  their                   
usefulness.  Even  if  we  accept  the  usefulness  of  reflec�on  as  a  given,  it  is  arguable  whether  the  adequate  explicit                    
formula�on  of  such  reflec�on  in  a  wri�en  essay  correlates  well  with  the  underlying  cogni�ve  process,  since  the  quality                   
of  the  essay  is  also  determined  by  linguis�c  ability.  In  one  study,  it  was  shown  that  in  evalua�ng  reflec�ve  wri�ng,  much                      
emphasis  is  given  on  the  linguis�c  richness  of  the  text,  which  biases  the  grading  in  favor  of  students  that  study                     
language  and  also  tends  to  favor  na�ve  speakers:  “A  strong  correla�on  was  found  between  the  overall  reflec�ve  score                   
and  the  total  number  of  linguis�c  resources  used,  showing  that  reflec�ve  wri�ng  tends  to  be  linguis�cally  richer.”                  
(Birney,  2012) .  The  other  aspect  of  this  assignment,  i.e.  to  monitor  my  own  development  (new  insights,  planned                  
changes  to  my  courses,  etc.)  is  also  a  bit  hampered  since  -  a�er  contact  session  #2  -  I  am  barely  halfway  through  the                        
course  and  (hopefully)  the  second  half  will  provide  as  much  material  and  inspira�on  as  the  first  half.  If  not,  shame  on  the                       
teacher.   If   so,   this   assignment   can   only   address   half   of   the   course’s   content.   With   this   caveats   in   mind,   here   we   go:  

Alignment   of   the   assessment   with   the   intended   learning   outcomes   (ILOs)  
“Alignment”  of  the  assessment  with  the  ILOs  seems  to  be  to  major  take  home  message  of  the  whole  course.  If  the                      
assessment  does  not  measure  the  ILOs,  students  are  encouraged  to  learn  the  wrong  things  (e.g.  memorizing  answers  to                   
mul�ple  choice  ques�ons  instead  of  understanding  and  cri�cal  apprecia�on).  This  makes  intui�ve  sense  and  is  not  really                  
new  to  me.  Perhaps  due  to  the  close  rela�onship  that  biomedical  researchers  have  with  the  Impact  Factor  and  its                    
shortcomings,  they  know  the  concept  of  bad  alignment  ( Goodhart’s  Law :  “when  a  measure  becomes  a  target,  it  ceases                   
to   be   a   good   measure”).   

Assessment   task   (AT)   versus   Intended   Learning   Outcome   (ILO)   assessment  
What  was  less  clear  to  me  was  the  difference  between  assessing  the  assessment  task  or  the  intended  learning                   
outcome.  However,  this  seems  to  me  a  very  important  difference.  If  the  students  fails  completely  to  address  the  task                    
but  shows  that  the  intended  learning  outcome  has  been  perfectly  reached,  then  a  maximum  grade  could  be  given.                   
However,  if  the  task  is  assessed,  a  very  low  grade  might  be  given.  If  the  teacher  has  not  decided  whether  to  assess  the                        
task   or   the   ILOs    (and   if   this   is   not   transparent   for   the   student),   this   could   lead   to   very   big   surprises.  
Explicitly,  I  became  aware  of  this  difference  when  looking  at  case  1  from  task  10.1  of  the  pre-course  reading  -  Chapter                      
10  of (Biggs  and  Tang,  2011) .  It  is  about  this  difference  (and  I  modify  my  answer  to  this  ques�on):  If  the  assessment  was                        
directed  at  the  task,  several  of  the  answer  op�ons  are  possible,  but  if  it  was  directed  at  the  learning  outcome,  the  actual                       
ques�on  of  the  task  is  not  the  central  issue.  Instead,  if  the  student’s  answer  clearly  shows  that  the  intended  learning                     
outcomes   have   been   reached,   the   grading   can   be   done   without   the   need   to   repeat   the   assignment,   deduct   points,   etc.  

Chaos   everywhere   (at   least   for   me):   Teaching,   Learning   or   Assessment?   
My  (biased)  opinion  that  the  research  field  of  pedagogy  is  very  confusing  became  reinforced  during  the  interac�ve                  
sessions  and  when  reading  some  of  the  course  literature,  There  is  hardly  a  research  paper  for  which  one  cannot  find                     
another,  that  argues  in  the  opposite  direc�on.  Thus,  I  very  much  support  the  request  of  one  course  par�cipant  for                    
reviews  that  present  the  scien�fic  consensus  opinion.  It  is  difficult  to  understand  why  there  are  no  such  systema�c                   
reviews  comparable  e.g.  to  the Cochrane  Reviews  or  the  Bri�sh  Medical  Journal’s Best  Prac�ce  in  medicine,  which  are                   
cornerstones  of  evidence-based  medicine  for  health  care  professionals.  There  is  certainly  an  unmet  need  and  an                 
opportunity  for  a  comparable  resource  for  pedagogy  professionals!  There  are  “reviews”  (e.g. (Black  and  Wiliam,  1998;                 
Ha�e  and  Timperley,  2007)  ,  but  these  also  contain  own  analysis  and  do  not  systema�cally  compare  and  classify  the                    
strength   of   the   evidence   (i.e.   they   do   not   digest   it   well   for   prac�cal   applica�ons).  

Mixing,   separa�ng   or   elimina�ng   summa�ve   assessment?  
The  borders  between  learning  and  assessment  are  blurred.  In  my  opinion,  meaningful  summa�ve  assessment  is  only                 
possible  a�er  learning  has  happened.  However,  forma�ve  assessment  can  happen  nearly  all  along  the  learning  process.                 
In  my  opinion,  this  creates  a  tension  that  is  difficult  to  resolve.  Nevertheless,  some  authors  even  argue  for  the                    
superiority  of  combined  forma�ve-summa�ve  assessment (Buchholtz  et  al.,  2018) .  However,  I  do  not  follow  their  logic.                 
E.g.  in  Buchholz  et  al  (2018),  there  is  a  logical  paradox:  “In  this  paper,  we  argue  that  corresponding  to  the  different                      
aspects  of  teaching  competence,  different  forms  of  assessment  are  beneficial  when  it  comes  to  assessing  the outcomes                  
of  pre-service  teachers’  learning  processes.”  They  aim  to  assess  the  outcomes,  but  forma�ve  assessment  is  about                 
suppor�ng  the  learning process .  The  outcome  is  the  final  result,  whereas  forma�ve  assessment  happens  during  the                 
learning  process.  The  mixing  of  forma�ve  and  summa�ve  assessment  carries  further  burdens  for  the  students:  Constant                 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?q46tQk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goodhart%27s_law
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?BuLFGD
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cochrane_Library
https://bestpractice.bmj.com/
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?OZNqJZ
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?OZNqJZ
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?09csdb
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surveillance  modifies  behaviour (Penney,  2016) .  There  are  whole  schools  (of  psychology)  that  have  abolished  summa�ve                
assessment   within   the   legally   possible   boundaries   based   on   its   presumed   nega�ve   effects   (e.g.   Rudolf   Steiner   schools).   

Assessment   as   Learning   (AaL)  
The  no�on  of  assessment  as  learning  (AaL)  is  one  inten�onal  blurring  between  learning  and  assessment;  another  one  is                   
the  relabelling  of  whole  learning  en��es  as  assessment,  e.g.  when  declaring  a  final-year  project  or  a  case-study  an                   
assessment  format,  as  id  done  in  chapter  12  of  Biggs  and  Tang (Biggs  and  Tang,  2011) .  However,  this  blurring  is  sold  by                       
some  as  a  posi�ve  thing (Dann,  2014) .  But  again,  there  is  considerable  disagreement  between  different  scholars  on  the                   
current  views  on  AaL (Brown,  2019) .  In  my  opinion,  specifically  the  higher  level  func�oning  knowledge  might  not  thrive                   
under  the  pressure  of  constant  assessment  (even  if  the  assessment  is  suppor�ve)  and  there  is  evidence  to  support  this                    
(Amabile   et   al.,   2002;   Harb-Wu   and   Krumer,   2017) .  

Peer-assessment  
Peer-  and  self  assessment  is  what’s  happening  in  real  life.  Assessment  in  professional  life  happens  mostly  as  peer-  and                    
self-assessment  (at  least  in  academic  circles).  Very  pointedly,  most  of  the  groups  in  this  UP2.2  course  did  forgo  the  peer                     
assessment  and  decided  to  weight  the  group  assignment  equally,  which  supports  the  reality  of  the  caveats  that  have                   
been  described  in  the  research  literature:  refusal (Gibbs,  1999) ,  stress (Pope,  2001)  and  the  problema�c  of  the                  
Dunning-Kruger  effect (Kruger  and  Dunning,  1999) ,  which  apparently  works  also  in  this  context  into  both  direc�ons                 
(Lejk  and  Wyvill,  2001) .  Whether  the  decisions  in  favour  of  equal  grading  for  everybody  were  made  despite  be�er                   1

knowledge,  or  just  reflect  the  fact  that  most  par�cipants  need  to  get  this  course  done  on  top  of  a  50-hour  work  week,                       
is  up  for  discussion.  In  any  case,  it  is  difficult  to  argue  with  Biggs  and  Tang  (2011):  “The  common  prac�ce  of  simply                       
awarding  an  overall  grade  for  the  outcome,  which  each  student  receives,  fails  on  all  counts.”  Whether  group                  
assignments  make  sense  especially  for  such  a  �me-constraint  student  clientele  is  ques�onable  (who  planned  this                
course???).  This  typically  leads  to  the  minimiza�on  of  workload  by  distribu�ng  tasks  according  to  the  individual                 
strengths  of  the  group  members,  which  can  produce  a  good  result  despite  of  minimized  learning  for  each  individual .  As                    2

possible  grading  scheme,  Biggs  and  Tang  men�on  the  alloca�on  of  a  fixed  amount  of  points  between  group  members,                   
which  introduces  again  the  ques�onable  aspect  of  compe��on.  If  Leonardo  da  Vinci,  Einstein,  Gauss  and  Riemann                 
happen   to   end   up   in   the   same   group,   each   of   them   would   receive   a   totally   inadequate   amount   of   points.  

Use   of   rubrics  
Assessment  criteria  have  to  be  clear  for  the  students.  It  seems  generally  accepted  that  the  use  of  descrip�ve  rubrics  to                     
guide  the  grading  process  can  be  helpful  both  for  students  and  (perhaps  even  more  so)  for  teachers (Biggs  and  Tang,                     
2011) ,  original  publica�on  by (Norton,  2004) .  However,  when  looking  at  some  of  the  rubrics  we  received  during  the                   
contact  teaching,  it  seems  to  be  a  challenge  to  come  up  with  dis�nct  and  clear  descrip�on  for  each  grade.  “in  between”                      
was  the  most  common  descrip�on  for  some  of  these  rubrics;  this  is  not  very  helpful  for  students  or  teachers.  Just  a  few                       
months  back,  we  updated  our  study  program’s  rubrics  for  the  grading  of  a  Master’s  thesis,  and  we  also  le�  out  the                      
descrip�ons  for  grades  0,  2  and  4.  Even  if  the  rubrics  are  filled  out  nicely,  they  s�ll  use  language  which  is  subject  to                        
interpreta�on  and  ambiguity.  And  I  s�ll  have  to  meet  the  student  who  has  read  them  (they  are  virtually  impossible  to                     
find;  try  and  tell  me  the  URL!).  We  actually  has  several  debates  about  these  and  we  removed  several  criteria  which  were                      
from  a  legal  point  of  view  very  difficult  to  maintain  (e.g.  the  requirement  of  originality  for  the  best  grade;  the  consensus                      
opinion  was  that  originality  can  easily  be  introduced  into  a  natural  science  MSc  thesis,  but  it  is  easy  to  make  up  an                       
original,   but   worthless   interpreta�on   for   some   data   (“aliens   visited   and   exchanged   the   test   subjects   during   the   night”).  

Rubrics   alone   do   not   help   if   they   are   not   equally   interpreted   and   applied  
Biggs  and  Tang  are  quite  outspoken  about  the  need  to  validate  the  teacher’s  ability  to  apply  the  criteria  correctly:  “The                     
reliability  of  their  interpreta�ons  of  the  criteria  by  each  may  be  tested  by  assessing  a  sample  of  the  same  scripts  and                      
repea�ng  this  procedure  un�l  they  reach  a  high  degree  of  consensus,  say  of  the  order  of  90%  within  a  range,  say,  of  ±1                        
grade.”  Such  valida�on  I  have  never  seen  happen  in  reality.  I  have  some  experience  from  grading  the  applica�ons  for                    
study  places  in  our  MSc  programme  (TRANSMED),  which  is  done  in  our  programme  independently  by  three  evaluators.                  
And   it   is   surprising   how   different   the   free-form   answers   to   the   ques�ons   are   graded   by   different   evaluators.   
Is  this  a  bad  or  a  good  thing?  Internally  we  have  agreed  that  it  is  a  good  thing  and  haven't  even  tried  to  address  these                          
differences.  Different  evaluators  have  different  viewpoints  and  put  emphasis  on  different  aspects  and  thus  we  ensure                 
diversity  among  the  students.  Only  when  the  differences  are  dras�c,  we  discuss  individual  cases.  However,  we  are                  

1  The  fact  that  Johnston  &  Miles  did  not  see  the  Dunning-Kruger  effect  was  the  original  reason  why  I  started  to  look  at  their                         
calcula�on,   which   appears   to   be   flawed.   
2  Just  as  a  side  note:  In  most  fields,  minimiza�on  of  work  load  is  a  goal  (e.g.  in  mathema�cs  the  shorter  way  of  calcula�on  or  the                           
shorter  proof  is  be�er,  in  informa�cs  the  shorter  code  is  be�er).  However,  when  reading  some  of  this  course  literature,  I  conclude                      
that   pedagogy   is   not   among   those   fields   that   reward   brevity.  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Zs1Rh2
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?vIbVN4
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?QAtwtQ
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Ae3DFZ
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?4CdJgQ
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?4WIygx
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?9xTtJF
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?6yEmte
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?uADy35
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?0TNHuX
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?0TNHuX
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?DyHYwa
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dealing  here  with  a  special  case  of  diagnos�c  assessment  and  for  summa�ve  assessment,  some  kind  of  valida�on  would                   
be   nice,   but   I   doubt   this   idea   would   fly   in   our   faculty…  

AI   versus   humans   in   assessment  
Ar�ficial  intelligence  has  been  already  used  to  replace  assessment,  using  the  same  logic:  “Inconsistency  occurs  when                 
raters  are  either  judging  erra�cally,  or  along  different  dimensions,  because  of  their  different  understandings  and                
interpreta�ons  of  the  rubric” (Zhang,  2013) .  Also  Biggs  and  Tang  report  that  “Sophis�cated  computer  assessment”  can                 
support  or  replace  human  grading,  but  the  term  “sophis�cated  computer  assessment”  is  not  very  informa�ve  (they  likely                  
mean   AI,   and   more   specifically   neural   networks/deep   learning).  
Issues  with  human  raters  are  the  halo  effect  (when  a  single  a�ribute  of  a  performance  is  generalized  to  the  whole                     
performance),  stereotyping  (especially  when  the  rater  knows  the  student),  percep�on  difference  (undervalueing  a              
performance   a�er   just   assessing   an   excep�onally   good   performance),   rater   dri�   (when   the   ra�ng   shi�s   over   �me).   
Issues  with  current  AI  (“deep  learning”)  is  that  they  are  trained  with  human  samples  (e.g.  students’  assays  and  the                    
corresponding  teachers’  gradings)  and  therefore  they  reflect  the  sum  of  the  human  biases.  Such  biases  in  AI  systems                   
have  surfaced  in  many  other  areas  where  AI  has  been  used  to  evaluate  individuals  like  job  applica�ons,  face  recogni�on,                    
medical  systems (Gomez  and  Rosenberg,  2019;  Harwell,  2019;  Obermeyer  et  al.,  2019) .  Even  though  I  am  very                  
confident  about  AI’s  capability  to  perform  the  task,  I  am  as  skep�cal  about  the  correct  training  of  such  systems  and                     
about  the  limited  understanding  of  the  true  underlying  principles  that  these  neural  networks  establish (Turunen,  2019) .                 
AI  (and  even  more  so  proprietary  AI)  is  a  black  box  that  o�en  uses  sets  of  characteris�cs  completely  different  from                     
humans  to  arrive  at  their  conclusions,  which  can  lead  to  catastrophic  errors  (e.g.  recognizing  a  flying  cow  as  an  airplane                     
as  opposed  to  a  cow,  because  the  AI  was  trained  on  images  of  cows  (which  are  of  course  all  earth-bound).  Similar  errors                       
could   probably   happen   in   AI   assessment.   

Ac�onable   learning   goals  
So  far,  I  only  assess  pass/fail  in  my  courses.  I  proclaimed  in  the  first  pre-course  assignment  that  I  have  not  much  need                       
for  assessment  skills,  but  that  is  not  en�rely  correct.  I  happened  to  get  two  assessment  assignments  during  the  last                    
weeks.   These   assessments   are,   however,   only   diagnos�c:  
-   I   need   to   assess   the   applica�ons   to   our   study   program   (TRANSMED).  
-  My  yearly  course  ( h�ps://courses.helsinki.fi/en/dpbm-135/131042336 )  happened  to  be  for  the  first  �me  massively              
oversubscribed.  Hence,  I  needed  to  assess  students,  deciding  who  would  be  accepted  and  who  not.  These  tasks  appear                   
to  me  s�ll  totally  different  from  everything  we  have  discussed  during  the  course  so  far.  Even  diagnos�c  assessment  at                    
the  beginning  of  a  course  (as  done  for  this  course)  is  different  as  the  students  that  are  not  accepted  into  the  study                       
programme  are  simply  removed  from  the  pool  and  their  assessment  results  do  not  influence  the  teaching  and  the                   
diagnos�c  results  are  never  used  to  monitor  progress.  It  seems  to  me  that  there  needs  to  be  another  type  of                     
assessment  (or  a  subtype  to  the  diagnos�c  assessment),  which  could  be  called  “eliminatory”  assessment.  These  types  of                  
assessment  are  actually  very  common  (e.g.  job  interviews),  but  e.g.  there  is  no  possibility  for  alignment  as  the                   
learning/teaching   and   assessment   are   executed   mostly   by   completely   different   en��es.  
I  am  not  going  to  change  grading  from  pass/fail  to  a  scale.  Mostly,  I  want  to  implement  a  be�er  forma�ve  assessment,                      
and  I  am  looking  at  an  online  implementa�on  of  the  ordered-outcome  format  to  be  done  by  the  students  over  the                     
course  period  to  make  them  realize  when  they  have  not  grasped  core  concepts.  However,  my  yearly  major  course  starts                    
2.12.  (full-day  lab  course  un�l  17.12.,  colliding  with  one  UP2.2  contact  session)  and  there  is  no  �me  (especially  since  my                     
lab   runs   on   50%   of   its   usual   strength   due   all   three   female   lab   members   being   on   maternity   leave).  

Prac�cal   improvements   need   to   be   supported   by   the   system  
Some  very  prac�cal  ma�ers  are  useful  for  me,  e.g.  that  instead  of  assessing  student  by  student,  I  should  assess  ques�on                     
by  ques�on  in  order  to  avoid  the  halo  effect .  However,  such  a  strategy  is  made  difficult  by  the  way  how  the  evalua�on                       3

procedure  is  implemented  at  our  faculty.  I  get  every  student’s  answers  as  a  single  PDF  file.  Evalua�ng  ques�on  by                    
ques�on  would  mean  to  cycle  between  140  open  PDF  files.  There  is  clearly  room  for  the  improvement  of  the  system,                     
which  is  certainly  going  to  happen  very  soon  (just  kidding).  Also  other  very  useful  hints  are  almost  impossible  to                    
implement  in  our  study  programmes  current  system:  We  do  not  use  blinding  (I  know  the  students’  names  and  their                    
previous  performances),  and  we  also  do  not  randomize  the  documents  like  Bing  and  Tang  suggest  (Chapter  11,  page                   
233),   which   makes   only   sense   when   evalua�ng   ques�on-by-ques�on   as   opposed   to   student-by-student.  
Some  other  ideas  (i.e.  the  ordered-outcome  format,  Biggs  and  Tang,  Chapter  11  page  235)  are  nice,  but  need  effort  to                     
implement.  I  am  just  trying  to  come  up  with  some  ordered-outcome  quiz  for  my  present  course,  but  the  difficulty  with                     

3  Strangely,  when  discussing  the  assessment  of  por�olios,  Biggs  and  Tang  argue  for  holis�c  assessment,  which  would  be  subject  to  a                      
stronger   halo   effect   (one   very   good   item   influencing   the   por�olio's   overall   assessment).   
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coming  up  with  appropriate  quizzes  seems  to  increase  with  the  level  of  teaching  (easy  for  fresh  undergraduates,  but                   
very   difficult   for   advanced   PhD   students),   and   it   is   obviously   lots   of   more   work   compared   to   the   typical   MCQ.  
The Extreme  Appren�ceship  concept  sounds  intriguing  and  worth  trying,  and  I  will  try  this  fully  with  next  year’s  course                    
(with  this  years  course,  I  might  make  some  small  steps  into  this  direc�on).  The  inversion  with  students  doing  the  tasks                     
first  and  then  having  the  lecture  sounds  very  appealing  to  me.  It’s  like  learning  by  trying  things  out,  which  we  call                      
research  or science ,  because  we  do  not  know  the  answer (Rämö  et  al.,  2019;  Vihavainen  et  al.,  2011) .  O�en  we  do  not                       
even  know  how  to  get  to  the  answer.  We  try  this  and  that,  and  slowly  approximate  our  way  towards  an  idea  or  concept.                        
Only  a�erwards  we  streamline  our  ac�ons  when  we  write  the  paper  (which  is  of  course  en�rely  fic�onal  as  it  rarely                     
describes   all   the   wrong   turns   we   took    before   we   figured   out   what   to   do   in   order   for   things   to   work   out).  

Miscellaneous   ramblings  
Pedagogy  feels  to  me  like  medicine  prac�ced  100  years  ago.  Many  different  ideas  were  tested  (most  of  which  were                    
abandoned)  and  there  was  no  clear  framework  as  today,  where  evidence-based  medicine  is  the  accepted  framework                 
and  science-based  medicine  perhaps  the  next  step  ahead  (adding  the  mechanis�c  explana�on  as  a  prerequisite  for                 
improvement).  In  medicine,  expert  opinion  (consensus  best  prac�ce)  is  gathered  in  a  systema�c  way  and  offered  to  the                   
prac��oners.  Ci�ng  (quite  freely  according  to  my  memory)  our  course  teacher:  “One  of  the  goals  of  this  course  is  that                     
you  become  aware  of  different  approaches  and  that  you  can  try  out  different  things,  being  aware  of  all  the  differences                     
between  your  situa�on  and  the  situa�on  that  has  been  described  in  a  par�cular  publica�on.”  Being  cynical,  one  could                   
add:   “Let’s   try   electroshock,   lobotomy   and   blood-le�ng.   It   might   or   might   not   work.”  

A  ques�on  during  the  contact  session  on  Nov.  12 th  was  about  such  consensus  opinions  (review  ar�cles),  but  it  seems                    
that  there  is  not  much  out  there.  Formula�ons  like  “I  am  not  going  to  tell  you”,  “it  can  work”,  “you  can  try  this  and  that,                          
being  aware  of  all  the  differences”  etc.  are  indica�ve  that  there  is  a  lack  of  systema�c  analysis.  Is  this  lack  is  due  to  the                         
fact   that   less   research   is   done   (as   opposed   to   medicine),   is   there   less   funding?  
Despite  the  a�empts  to  improve  assessment,  the  literature  acknowledges  underlying  problems  (e.g.  Biggs  and  Tang  on                 
page  239:  “All  this  is  fairly  arbitrary,  but  then  using  numbers  to  quan�fy  qualita�ve  data  always  is.”)  If  it  was  arbitrary,                      
why  not  throw  dice?  Some  research  funding  agencies  have  started  to  distribute  a  certain  amount  of  their  money  based                    
on  a  lo�ery  system  instead  of  having  the  applica�ons  assessed  by  “experts” (Adam,  2019;  Gross  and  Bergstrom,  2019) .                   
Whether  this  is  merely  a  reac�on  to  the  inefficiency  of  the  assessment  system  or  an  acknowledgement  of  the                   
impossibility  of  meaningful  assessment  is  up  for  debate;  likely  it’s  a  combina�on.  Maybe  universi�es  should  learn  from                  
these  examples  (at  least  at  the  admission  stage)!  Another  idea  to  integrate  randomness  into  assessment  was  to  have                   
students  submit  many  reports,  but  randomly  assess  only  a  subset.  This  reduces  the  teacher’s  work,  and  apparently                  
improved   as   well   report   quality    (Biggs   and   Tang,   2011) ,   original   research   by    (Gibbs,   1999) .  
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